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4+ Long Term Conditions 

• COPD

• Angina 

• DM2 

• Anxiety 

• 9 OP Appts

• 3 Specialities 

• 25 GP Appts

• 20.6 different 

meds 



10 
years
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• Introducing the team today 

• Twitter #AlwaysEvents

Welcome!
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• First steps in your journey

• Case Studies

• Groupwork

• Next steps

Format for the Day 
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Helen Lee 

Experience of Care professional Lead

NHS England and NHS Improvement

Building the Foundations
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATbrHM0
c6EE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATbrHM0c6EE
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What do Always Events do?

Presentation title

Connect to core 
purpose

Improve the right things 
together 
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Why would you develop Always 
Events?

Presentation title

Why wouldn’t 

you????
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What is an Always Event?
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Always Events® are defined as 

“those aspects of the patient and family 
experience that should always occur 
when patients interact with healthcare 
professionals and the delivery system.”

• Always Events is a trade marked product owned by the Institute of Healthcare 
Improvement. It was originally developed by the Picker Institute Inc in the USA

Always Events®
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NHS England, Picker Institute Europe and the Institute for Healthcare 
Improvement (IHI) piloted and tested the Always Events® framework and 
created guidelines and a toolkit for implementing Always Events within the 
NHS in England.

Started with 2 organisaitons

Picker institute evaluated Always Events® in these locations and assessed 
the impact on improvement of quality in healthcare 

Now 121 ‘organisations’ actively involved, including some system wide 
Always Events

Always Events® Initiative
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Criteria for Always Events®

Important
Evidence-

Based

Measurable Affordable
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• Enhancing conversations between patients and clinicians 
from -- “What’s the matter?” to also including “What 
matters to you?”

Presentation title

n engl j med 366;9 nejm.org march 1, 2012
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•Doing To 
Doing For 
Doing With

Always 
Events®

“Where are you in
your journey?”
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Paradigm shift

Presentation title

Old way

• Doing to or for people

• Clinicians know best

• What’s the matter?”

New Way

• Doing with people

• Together we can look at the options that 
are best for you

• “What matters to you?”
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Understand “What 
Matters to Patients?” in 

Pilot Unit or Program

Co-Design an 
Always Event®

Create an Aim 
Statement and 

Begin to Co-Design an 
Always Event® 

Specify Details of 
Successful Changes for 

the Always Event® 

Reliably Implement 
Standard Work Over Time

Communicate  New 
Specified/Standard 

Work Processes
to Clinicians and Staff

PLAN

DO

Observe, Reflect & 
Redesign Standard Work 

as Needed to Increase 
Reliability

STUDY/ACT

Test Specific Change 
Ideas for the 

Always Event®

Ev
e

n
t

A
lw

aysTeach, Coach and 
Support Implementation 
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Four distinct phases of Always 
Events®
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“Successful improvement efforts start with 
deliberate planning and preparation”. 

• Institute for Healthcare Improvement  2016
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• Set-up

• Convene an oversight team, including the identification of an 
executive leader. 

• Identify opportunities for improvement that align with your 
organisational strategy. 

• Select a pilot unit, clinical programme, or population to co-design 
Always Events® to address opportunities for improvement. 

• Recruit a point-of-care improvement team for the pilot work. 

What do I need to do first?
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Ideally an existing group i.e. Patient Experience or Quality 
Improvement Committee/Steering Group

Suggested members;

• Executive Leader – Director of Nursing; Chief Nurse; Medical Director; 

• Day to Day Project Lead – i.e. Head of Patient Experience/Quality

• Other Team members might be– Organisational leaders; Clinicians; 
AHP’s; Cross section of key representatives and stakeholders

• Patients, family members and or carers –

• Consider demographics - should represent local population consider 
ethnicity; race; socioeconomic and age factors.

Oversight Team 
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• To better understand improvement opportunities the oversight 
team should collect and review quantitative and qualitative data

• Ensure the Always Event focus for improvement fits with your 
organisation’s quality improvement strategic goals

• Improvements more likely to be supported and sustainable if they 
are aligned to the organisations key quality improvement 
priorities

Identify Opportunities for Improvement and 
Align with Organisational Strategy
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Selecting Your Pilot Unit

Presentation title

The Pilot site should have;

• The capability and capacity to manage a quality improvement 
initiative

• The ability to take on the improvement initiative

• A genuine desire to seek feedback and work in partnership with 
people using the service, families and carers to codesign 
improvements

• A champion staff member
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Point of Care Team

Suggested members;

Presentation title

• Day to day leader – i.e. Ward Manager; Matron

• Point of Care Team Members could be – Interdisciplinary team to 
help coordinate and implement your Always Event. Clinicians and 
staff in variety of roles who will be closely involved.

• Patients, families and or carers – Vital in gaining feedback in all 
stages of Always Event and working together to codesign, 
implement and test changes
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• Any Questions?



Always Events at 

The Royal National 

Orthopaedic  Hospital

Karen Mannion 

&

Diane Young

32



Introduction 

• The Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital NHS Trust 

(RNOH) is the largest orthopaedic hospital in the UK, 

provides a comprehensive range of neuro-

musculoskeletal health care.

• As a tertiary hospital we take referrals from all over the 

U.K and over seas. 
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Planning 

• Initial group set up. 

• Reporting lines identified. 

• Explored existing feedback methods & identified 
potential new ways of collecting the information.

• Identified a piloted site.

• Linking with “What Matters to You day”  - 6th June
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Why a tree? 

• Visually unique.

• Ethos of ideas filtering  down  

into the truck and roots  -

cycle of life.

• Size and manoeuvrability
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From little Acorns……
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Question 1

What matters to you when visiting outpatients today?

“All the staff are lovely”

“The toys are good” 

Time to rethink Question!!
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Question 2

• What could we have done to improve your visit to 

Children's Young Persons outpatients today?

• “Signage”

• “Car parking”

• “Directions”
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Question 3

• How could we improve signage to  Children and Young 

Persons out-patients?

• One idea was ‘Little bones on the ground leading from 

car park to OPD’
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Little Bones 

• Keeping with the Ethos of 
Co- design we ran a 
competition within the 
Children's out-patient 
department to design an 
image that can be used. 
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Always statement 

• “ Patients will always be able to find their way from 
the RNOH patient carpark to the Children's and Young 
Persons Outpatient Department”
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The Challenges! 

• Staff not informed about the purpose of the tree –

feeling threatened or uninvolved.  

• How to ask the right question to avoid Inappropriate 

answers!

• Key staff leaving / moving roles.

• Due to our national patient cohort patients have not 

“come with us” on the journey

• CQC visit

• Unclear where Always Event sat in the Trust. Its 

one of a number of patient engagement tools.
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Our next steps 

• New Deputy Director of Quality taking over as chair

• Little bones 

• Completing the PDSA cycle

• Retest and evaluation

• Next always event looking at patient discharge 
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Our recommendations

• Committee needs ‘Terms of reference’ including who 

NEEDS to be there! – When  is the meeting Quorate?

• Keep team small and focused.

• Keep ‘Always Events’ separate from other initiatives 

i.e. What Matters to You: Pebble in my shoes.

• Don’t get disheartened if you are not going as fast as 

other trusts – Its important to get it right! 
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Any Questions ?
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Coffee
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www.england.nhs.uk

The journey began

Patient Experience Co-ordinating Council 

• Community Nursing identified as the first service to 
deliver an Always Event. 

Community Nursing teams – 3 identified for initial pilot 
phase of the project. 

• Two community nursing teams and one community 
diabetes team agreed to act as pilot teams and 
worked with the programme lead on the co-design 
process – which brought together staff, patients, their 
relatives and carers to identify how CLCH could 
ensure more involvement in patient care. 



www.england.nhs.uk

The co-design process 

The co-design process commenced with housebound patients being surveyed to find out 
what the term ‘involvement’ meant to them. 

Within this survey, patients were asked to give examples of things that currently made or 
would make them feel involved in their care. 

A number of in-depth video interviews with patients, relatives, carers and staff who had 
expressed an interest in the project followed this, resulting in engagement with a wide 
and varied group. 

Stage 1:  Surveying 
and interviewing 

patients, relatives, 
carers and staff

Stage 2:                   
Co-design meeting 
to review phase 1 

feedback and decide 
on key improvement 

areas 

Stage 3:                 
Pilot period 1-

testing new ideas & 
gaining feedback

Stage 4:                 
Pilot period 2 –

testing new ideas & 
gaining feedback

Stage 5:                 
New ideas become 
business as usual in 

pilot teams

Stage 6:             
Spread to all teams



www.england.nhs.uk

Co-design event

Better informed patients 
• Standardised script for introductory call

• Standardised introduction for initial and follow-up visits

• Service leaflet



www.england.nhs.uk

Working with patients, relatives, staff and carers (the working 
group) the following were developed to better inform our 
patients;

• An introductory service leaflet

to be given during each patients’ first visit 

Having better informed patients
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“Hello, am I speaking with Mrs Betty Jones? 
My name is Laura and I am a District Nurse calling from the Parsons 
Green Community Nursing team at Central London Community 
Healthcare. 
Is now a good time to talk?
Would you prefer me to call you Mrs Jones or Betty?

You have been referred to the community nursing service by your 
GP for support with managing your leg ulcers and therefore one of 
my colleagues would like to come to visit you tomorrow in the 
morning so we can decide together how best the team can support 
you. Would that be ok?
Have you understood all the information I have given you? 
Do you have any questions for me at the moment?”

• A standardised guide for making the initial phone call to all 
newly referred patients.

Having better informed patients
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52

‘My nurse made it very clear what the service was for (and how differed from GP) and 
helped me better understand what she was there to do.’

‘I was very impressed with way staff explained things’

‘The leaflet is very clear, easy to follow and the local contact numbers are most useful part’

‘My introductory call did not feel rushed and i understood all the information given to me.’

‘The introduction the nurse gave to me at my first visit was very thorough and she 

explained the reason for the referral.’ 

· ‘Knew what to expect after the call which is useful when you haven’t been a patient with 

them before’

Patient Feedback from the pilot phase
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Opportunities and Considerations
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What are the opportunities which 
may arise from this work and what 
do you need to consider
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• Discuss in your teams what your Always Event might 
focus on

• What do you already know about what matters to 
people using your services

• What are the next steps for co-designing your Always 
Event

• What actions will you take away from today

Groupwork
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What we offer

• Want you to succeed

• A thinking partner

• Confidential discussion

• Signposting

• Listening

• Driven by you, for you

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiTquSLxPreAhXy4IUKHeg2Ct8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.mettasolutions.com/coaching-word-cloud-as-colored-word-sphere-new-top-trend/&psig=AOvVaw1eyk0d2LswWJR-W8QpjD1W&ust=1543612818142420
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We have:

• done this before

• learned from our mistakes

• had successes – big and small

We are:

• From a range of organisation types

• From different professional backgrounds

• Volunteering to support you!

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiaqZHuxfreAhWiyoUKHTB5CzAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.lpda.co.uk/coaching-or-mentoring-whats-the-differenceand-why-it-matters/&psig=AOvVaw36HwiaIo9pq8qp98MNWpIi&ust=1543612424777109
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Who are we?
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• Any questions?

• Do you feel confident that you know what your 
next steps are?

Q and A session
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• 26th September 11.30 – 12.30

• 15th October 11.30 – 12.30

• 12th November – 10.00 – 11.00

• 12th December 11.30 – 12.30

• 7th January – 11.30 – 12.30

• 5th February – 11.30 – 12.30

Coaching Calls
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• L.wolfenden@nhs.net

• Helen.lee12@nhs.net

• england.alwaysevents@nhs.net

• Have a safe journey home

Thankyou
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